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Abstra t
Our goal is to implement a program for the ma hine veri ation of textbook proofs. We study the
task from both the linguisti s and automated reasoning perspe tive and give an in-depth analysis for
a sample textbook proof. We propose a framework for natural language proof understanding that
extends and integrates state-of-the-art te hnologies from Natural Language Pro essing (Dis ourse
Representation Theory) and Automated Reasoning (Proof Planning) in a novel and promising way,
having the potential to initiate progress in both of these dis iplines.
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1 MOTIVATION
In [18℄, John M Carthy notes that \Che king mathemati al proofs is potentially one of
the most interesting and useful appli ations of automati omputers". In the rst half
of the 1960s, one of his students, Paul Abrahams, implemented a Lisp program for the
ma hine veri ation of mathemati al proofs [1℄. The program, named Proof he ker,
\was primarily dire ted towards the veri ation of textbook proofs, i.e., proofs resembling those that normally appear in mathemati al textbooks and journals". Abrahams
soon revised his goal. If \a omputer were to he k a textbook proof verbatim, it would
require far more intelligen e than is possible with the urrent state of the programming art". Therefore, \the user must reate a rigorous, i.e., ompletely formalised,
proof that he believes represents the intent of the author of the textbook proof, and use
the omputer to he k this rigorous proof". Abrahams points further out that \it is
a trivial task to program a omputer to he k a rigorous proof; however, it it not a
trivial task to reate su h a proof from a textbook proof". Abrahams was right. In his
implementation and in all later proje ts, proofs had to be written in a formal language using a restri ted set of proof onstru tion ommands in order to verify them.
A human user is required to perform the formalisation task.
Basi ally, two main approa hes towards the formalisation and veri ation of proofs
were taken. In the rst, the Automath/Mizar approa h [20, 24℄, the user is required
to give a full and expli it onstru tion of a formal proof. The proof omponent then
he ks the proof for orre tness (the ompiler approa h). A well-known example of
a large formalisation is van Benthem-Jutting's translation of Landau's `Grundlagen
der Analysis' into aut-qe, one of the formalisms of the Automath-language family
[26℄. The Mizar system o ers, besides the ri h formal language and the proof he ker
omponent, a large library of formalised mathemati s whi h allows one to formalise
proofs without ex essive preparatory work.
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In the se ond approa h, the user onstru ts the proof intera tively with the proof
system (the interpreter approa h). The user has a set of proof onstru tion ommands at hand and asks the system to apply them. The system keeps tra k of the
proof obligations and guarantees that the onstru ted proof is orre t. A well-known
example of a proof system of this kind is Nuprl [8℄.
For both approa hes, proof planning te hnology ould be used to allow the generation of high-level proofs [4℄. During proof onstru tion, instead of arrying out
elementary steps at the inferen e level, ta ti s are applied. A ta ti is a program
that des ribes the appli ation of a sequen e of inferen e rules. Ta ti s are formally
des ribed by methods whi h spe ify the pre onditions that must hold for a ta ti to be
arried out. The Oyster/Clam system [5℄ implements an AI plan formation algorithm
whi h seeks to onstru t a proof plan by sear hing a tree of methods that ombine to
prove a given onje ture. These proof plans lead to formal proofs if ea h method an
su essfully exe ute its asso iated ta ti .

Our goal is to me hanise the ma hine veri ation of textbook proofs. In the
pro ess, we must answer two questions: What formal representation an be obtained
from textbook proofs? And what is needed to formally verify these representations?
Building a program that he ks informal proofs allows us to study natural language
understanding in onjun tion with automated mathemati al reasoning.
From the linguisti s point of view, verifying textbook proofs is a text understanding
task. The text genre, however, has a number of hara teristi s that makes this task
feasible. The art of writing good mathemati al texts fo uses on learness and on iseness and not on an embellished style of expression [27℄. The expert language used by
mathemati ians is stylised, that is, hara terised by the use of standard phrases and
keywords [25℄. The use of terms and formulae introdu e formal parts into mathemati al dis ourse. In addition, textbook proofs are, in general, a highly stru tured form
of dis ourse. A ru ial prerequisite to understanding the ourse of the argumentation
within a proof is to identify the dis ourse relations (e.g., logi al onsequen e) between
senten es of that dis ourse. Deriving the dis ourse relations of a given textbook proof
means re onstru ting the intentional stru ture (des ribing how senten es within a
dis ourse segment ontribute to a ommon dis ourse purpose) and the informational
stru ture (des ribing how senten es within a segment are related to ea h other by
some relation) of the proof [19℄.
From the automated reasoning point of view, verifying textbook proofs is a dedu tive task where one must identify the logi al stru ture of the proof: identifying
assumptions and on lusions, the s ope and quanti ation of variables, and substru tures whi h themselves form subproofs. Identifying the proof plan of a textbook proof
is a prerequisite for veri ation. It en apsulates informal mathemati al reasoning, and
therefore, allows us to follow, as lose as possible, the proof that was expressed informally in the natural language argument. Often, the form of the theorem presupposes
possible proof plans and the on epts it ontains often hint to de nitions being used
in the proof. A proof understander must o er a high-level proof analysis as well as a
te hni al low-level a ess to details of the proof. Gaps and aws must be re ognised.
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2 EXAMPLE
Fig. 1 depi ts LeVeque's existen e proof of the fundamental theorem of arithmeti
[16℄. We analyse this proof from both the linguisti and mathemati al point of view.
Every integer a > 1 an be represented as a produ t of one or more primes.
a = 2. Assume it to be true for 2; 3; 4; : : : ; a
1. If a is
prime, we are through. Otherwise a has a divisor di erent from 1 and a, and we have
a = b , with 1 < b < a, 1 <
< a. The indu tion hypothesis then implies that
Theorem 2-2.

Proof: The theorem is true for
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with p0i ; p00i primes and hen e a = p01 p02 : : : p0s p001 : : : p00t .
Fig.

1. A textbook proof taken from [16℄

2.1 Linguisti analysis
All kinds of linguisti phenomena whi h an o ur in other text genres also o ur in
textbook proofs [29℄. We dis uss a sele tion of problems for the proof at hand.
A prerequisite for parsing textbook proofs is to be able to parse formulae that o ur
in these proofs. Parsing formulae in isolation is trivial. Problems arise if the textual
ontext has to be taken into a ount, and when referen es from the text to formulae
and their parts need to be resolved. This is be ause onstants and variables have
a domain and s ope whi h extends a ross text and formulae. A simple intera tion
between text and formulae is <every integer a > 1>. This onstru tion makes <every
integer> and <a> denote the same obje t.
Assigning names to entities plays an important role in mathemati al writing. Having names available for variables enables us to show expli itly and on isely whi h
part of an argument depends on other parts of the argument, and whi h part does
not. This allows for disentanglement and de omposition of the argument. However,
the improper use of names an also be a sour e of onfusion. An example is LeVeque's proof. The theorem ontains the named variable a. However, for the theorem
only, it is not ne essary to name this variable | it is used only on e. Unfortunately,
in LeVeque's proof, the name a is used again { suggesting that both o urren es of
a refer to the same mathemati al entity. Of ourse, this is not true. The a in the
theorem is a universally quanti ed variable (its denotation is supposed to vary), the
a in the proof is a free variable (it denotes a xed, unknown obje t). In informal
mathemati s, frequently, the di eren e between bound and free variables is blurred.
Other examples of text{formula intera tions in lude (i) <a divisor> and the introdu tion of <b> and < > in the proof; and (ii) the re ognition that <with pi ; pi
primes> is not about two individual primes but, taking the ontext introdu ed by the
formulae into a ount, reads as two universally quanti ed statements.
The dis ourse in Fig. 1 ontains three obvious referential expressions: <the theorem>, <it> and <the indu tion hypothesis>, all of whi h are of propositional type. The
propositional type is either indu ed by the verb phrase <is true for> { only propositions an be true; or by <implies> { only propositions an imply other propositions.
Mathemati al dis ourse is full of onditional laims, and the dis ourse in Fig. 1 is
no ex eption. The proof ontains a number of lue words (e.g., <if>, <otherwise>, <as0
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sume>, <implies>, <hen e>), and ue phrases (e.g., <is true for>, <we are through>)
that indi ate its logi al stru ture. However, to me hani ally re onstru t the logi al
stru ture of an informal proof, the use of these ues is not suÆ ient. Consider LeVeque's proof. The third proof senten e, starting with <if>, ould be read as follows:
introdu e the assumption <a is prime> and on lude <we are through> (signalling
proof termination). However, this senten e has to be embedded into a larger ontext.
In fa t, <if> introdu es a proof per ases onstru t, where <a is prime> de nes the rst
ase, and where the ue phrase <we are through> terminates this ase segment | disharging the assumption. The ue phrase <otherwise> is an ellipti al onstru tion. It
initiates the se ond ase and impli itly introdu es the assumption <a is not prime>.
The whole remainder of the proof depends on this assumption. The last lause of
the dis ourse <hen e a = p1 p2 : : : ps p1 : : : pt > ontains the dis ourse marker <hen e>.
Unfortunately, the use of <hen e> does not allow us, linguisti ally, to identify all the
premises (and the inferen e rules) ne essary to on lude <a = p1 p2 : : : ps p1 : : : pt >.
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2.2 Mathemati al analysis

The theorem of Fig. 1 is of the form For every integer n  n0 , P (n) holds. To prove
theorems of this logi al form, a proof per Ntherian indu tion (also alled Generalised
indu tion) an be performed: (i) assume P (i) for n0  i < n; (ii) show that P (n)
holds. Knowing this proof method, it is easy to understand LeVeque's proof. The
ne essity for the rst senten e will be explained later. The se ond senten e states the
indu tion hypothesis. The remainder of the proof onstitutes the indu tion step whi h
itself is stru tured as a proof per ases: either a is prime or a is not prime. The third
proof senten e initiates and terminates the rst ase. In the se ond ase, forward
reasoning from the assumption a is not prime takes pla e. That a has a divisor
di erent from 1 and a follows from de nitional expansion of the on ept of prime and
a proper treatment of negation. Continuing forward reasoning, the statements a = b ,
1 < b < a, and 1 < < a are obtained by de nitional expansion of the on ept of
divisor. The representation of a and b as a produ t of primes is obtained by applying
the indu tion hypothesis twi e (for b using 1 < b < a, for using 1 < < a).
Rewriting a = b by the produ t of prime representation of b and terminates the
proof. | The proof makes use of the following de nitions and lemmatas:
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In a more rigorous analysis, we used -Clam, a higher-order logi version of the
proof planner [5℄ to onstru t a orresponding proof plan. This deeper analysis
reveiled a number of steps that have no equivalent in the textbook proof.
Clam

3 ARCHITECTURE
A number of issues in uen ed the design of our ar hite ture: (i) the semanti s of an
informal mathemati al dis ourse is its orresponding formal proof; (ii) textbook proofs
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are a highly stru tured form of dis ourse; (iii) the re ognition of dis ourse stru ture is
essential from both the linguisti and mathemati al perspe tive; (iv) proof plans allow
us to apture the high-level reasoning of informal proofs and impose proof stru ture;
(v) semanti s onstru tion must be supported by a pragmati omponent, namely the
proof planner whi h has mathemati al and meta-mathemati al knowledge.
Informal proof
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Fig. 2. Ar hite ture of vip
Fig. 2 depi ts the ar hite ture of our system for verifying informal proofs, vip. vip
gets as input an informal proof. For ea h senten e of this proof, the parser performs
a linguisti analysis whi h results in a set of intermediate semanti representations.
These representations are underspe i ed sin e the grammar underdetermines the ontent of ertain expressions. For example, they ontain referential expressions that
have to be resolved by subsequent pro essing sin e most of the expressions that o ur
in this intermediate semanti representation are anaphori . The proof planner is
the pragmati s omponent; its role is to repla e underspe i ed onditions generated
by the grammar with more omplete information. The planner in orporates domain
knowledge (a library of formalised mathemati s) and knows about the uses of argument in mathemati al dis ourse (a library of formalised mathemati al reasoning).
For ea h linguisti analysis produ ed by the parser, the planner determines its full
semanti ontent dynami ally by in orporating it in the proof ontext that has been
established by having pro essed the former senten es. The proof ontext is represented as a proof representation stru ture (PRS). It is a hierar hi al data stru ture
that onsists of dis ourse entities, dis ourse statements and dis ourse markers. Beause the planner might be able to in orporate a linguisti analysis in several ways,
it has to maintain a set of possible proof ontinuations. Some of them will be ruled
out if they annot be ontinued in subsequent pro essing. If the omplete textbook
proof has been pro essed in this manner, the resulting PRS is given to the proof
plan re ner whi h expands all proof methods into inferen e-level steps, su h that a
formal proof will result. In general, a set of formal proofs will be returned. Ea h of
these formal proofs onstitutes one possible semanti s for the given informal proof.

3.1 The Parser Module
We have written a de nite lause grammar that overs the rst proofs of [11℄, and the
proof we dis ussed above. For semanti s onstru tion, our starting point was Kamp's Dis ourse Representation Theory (DRT) [13℄. To deal with parti ular synta ti
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onstru tions that o ur in mathemati al proofs, we modi ed and added a number of
DRT onstru tion rules. For example, one hara teristi of mathemati al dis ourse
is that mathemati ians themselves frequently and expli itly introdu e dis ourse referents. In synta ti onstru tions like <let a be an integer > 1>, <a> fun tions as
a dis ourse referent for the obje t being introdu ed by <an integer>. We therefore
de ned a DRT onstru tion rule, naming, that ombines the semanti s of <an integer> (introdu ing an anonymous dis ourse referent) with the semanti s of the name
<a> (introdu ing a named dis ourse referent that anaphori ally refers to the obje t
introdu ed by <an integer>). This is a simple instan e of the problem that variables
have a domain and s ope whi h extends a ross text and formulae.
Another example is to handle the subtle but ne essary di eren e between bound
and free variables in mathemati al dis ourse. To ompose the semanti s of LeVeque's
third senten e <If a is prime, we are through>DRT would apply its onstru tion rule
for onditionals. This would result in a universally quanti ed logi al form. However,
in the proof ontext, a must be free. Using the synta ti stru ture of the senten e
alone, it is not possible to determine the domain and s ope of variables | one of
many requirements to understand mathemati al dis ourse.
Conditionals play a entral role in mathemati al dis ourse. In addition to <if ...
then ...>, many other forms exist to express the logi al relations between arguments.
The large number of propositional anaphora makes it ne essary to regard mathemati al statements as rst lass itizens of semanti s onstru tion. Mathemati al
statements like <hen e a = p1 p2 : : : ps p1 : : : pt > express a logi al relation between the
assertion obje t introdu ed by <a = p1 p2 : : : ps p1 : : : pt > and assertion obje ts introdu ed by the former dis ourse. In this sense, <therefore A> is anaphori , i.e., it refers
to all premises that are ne essary to logi ally on lude A. Mathemati ally, not all
previous statements of a dis ourse should be a essible. Proofs are a highly stru tured
form of dis ourse | proofs onsist of sub-proofs, and any theory of semanti s must
re e t this stru ture.
For all these reasons, we were for ed to onsiderably modify and extend the DRT
framework. First, instead of dis ourse representation stru tures, we now speak of
proof representation stru tures. Se ond, the simple algorithm for dis ourse update
in standard DRT (basi ally, a new senten e is in orporated in the dis ourse ontext
by the union operator) be omes more omplex. The proof planner adds a pragmati
omponent to the dis ourse update pro edure.
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3.2 Proof representation stru tures
Proof representation stru tures play a entral role in our framework1 . An example PRS for LeVeque's proof is given in Fig. 3 (please ignore the stars for the moment). PRSs ontain dis ourse referents, dis ourse onditions and dis ourse markers. Dis ourse referents are introdu ed by a let onstru t. Conditions are numbered and an be either assumptions or on lusions, the former are pre xed by assume. Ea h on lusion an be a ompanied by a justi ation list whi h is a list
of numbers, ea h of whi h refers to the ondition it pre xes. Instead of boxes,
in PRS, a essibility is imposed by a numbering s heme. For example, take the
ondition labelled 2.2.4. It ontains the terms b and a. Their quanti ation is
1 PRSs

are similar in many respe ts to Lamport-style proof presentations [14℄.
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determined by the losest a essible let onstru ts that introdu e these names.
Note that the free variable a shadows
2 Nbe universally quanti ed
1
the universally bound variable a. For
1!
( )
1
Proof per Ntherian indu tion
22
justifying 2.2.4 the onditions 2.2.12 Nbe arbitrary
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!( 1!
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2
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)
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3.3 The planner module
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The proof planner module gets an unFig. 3. A proof representation stru ture
derspe i ed semanti representation of
an informal proof senten e and tries to
in orporate it into the PRS. The proof planner onsults two libraries: a library of
mathemati al knowledge and a library of meta-mathemati al knowledge. The theory
library ontains domain knowledge, basi ally, a set of de nitions and theorems. Our
experien e showed that it is useful to have multiple de nitions for the same on ept.
The proof plan library ontains a olle tion of proof plans (more pre isely: proof plan
s hemas).2 Quite often, the form of the theorem presupposes more than one appli able proof plan. In other ases, the theorem an often be transformed by expanding
one of its on epts (de nitional rewriting).
Fig. 4 depi ts one of the appli able proof plans
2 Nbe universally quanti ed
for theorems of the form 8n 2 N : P (n). It in( )
Proof per Ntherian indu tion
trodu es two variables (a free and a bound one),
2 Nbe arbitrary
an assumption, a dis ourse marker, and a re2 Nbe universally quanti ed
indu tion hypothesis
maining proof obligation. For illustrating the
! ()
PRS onstru tion algorithm, assume an empty
( )
PRS, and that the parser returns the following
Fig. 4. Ntherian indu tion
representation for the rst senten e of Fig. 1:
[[a; 1ja > 1℄ ! [ jprod primes(a)℄℄. Sin e the PRS is empty, the planner assumes it's
reading the semanti representation for a theorem (i.e., it assumes a being universally
quanti ed). It adds the enri hed semanti representation into the PRS. Now, we have
a PRS that onsists of the top two-lines of the PRS as depi ted in Fig. 3. Instead
of interpreting the underspe i ed representation of LeVeque's rst proof senten e,
the proof planner tries to gure out future proof ontinuations. Consulting the proof
let n

prove P n
let n
let k

assume k < n

P k

prove P n

2 However, we annot hope that any proof plan library is omplete. There is a potentially in nite number of
di erent indu tion s hemes, and reative mathemati ians often ombine existing methods in a novel way. Learning
new plans from the ontent of dis ourse is a diÆ ult task | also for the human reader!
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plan library, appli able proof plans are identi ed, amongst them the proof plan shown
in Fig. 4. Instantiating this proof plan for the theorem at hand results in the lines
marked `2 ' of the PRS in Fig. 3. These starred lines de ne a number of expe tations,
and therefore allow us to view remaining informal statements as anaphori entities
that refer to their pla e in the PRS.
Unfortunately, the underspe i ed semanti representation of the rst proof senten e
of Fig. 1 annot be mat hed to the proof plan. For a = 2, we have that 8k < a :
[k > 1 ! produ t primes(k)℄ is trivially true sin e there is no k su h that k < a and
k > 1. Therefore, the ase a = 2 is treated separately.
The se ond senten e an be mat hed to one of our expe tations if we give to the
ellipti onstru t <2; 3; 4; : : : ; a 1> a universal reading: 8n 2 N : n < a. Note that
the a that o urs in this expression refers to the free PRS variable a, and not to the
universally quanti ed PRS variable a that was introdu ed by pro essing the theorem.
The third senten e ontains the dis ourse marker <if> indi ating an assumption.
Sin e we annot mat h this assumption with the PRS expe tations, the proof planner
onsults the plan library. Unexpe ted assumptions are often of the form A _:A (here,
A is <a is prime>), and a proof per ases is likely to take pla e. The proof planner
adds this to the PRS as one possible proof ontinuation. This allows us to resolve
<if a is prime>. The onstituent <we are through> marks the end of this rst ase
leaving the proof planner with the obligation to resolve the logi al relation between
prod primes (2.1.2) and all statements of the proof ontext that are a essible from
2.1.2. Note that, due to a wrong proof ontinuation, we might not be able to identify
this logi al relation. The o urren e of otherwise in the fourth senten e seems to
on rm a proof per ases. The remainder of the textbook proof has to t into the
se ond ase yielding to 2.2.2 to 2.2.10.
The PRS is in Fig. 3 is still semanti ally underspe i ed: most of the variables do not
have quanti ations yet and all on lusions are still unjusti ed. The proof planner
must invest mu h inferen e to validate its stru ture and to ompute the ne essary
information to ll in the semanti gaps.
For step 1. of the PRS the remaining proof obligation, or goal, is of the form A ! B.
To prove statements of this form, the impli ation method an be applied: one assumes
A and then uses A to show B. This inferen e is not expli itly part of the textbook
proof. It must be derived to fa ilitate subsequent dis ourse pro essing. The proof
planner extend the PRS by the lines <assume a > 1> and <prove prod primes(a)>.
Justifying Step 2.1.2. involves a ouple of inferen e steps. De nitional rewriting
on prod primes redu es 2.1.2 to
( ) _ 9p1
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^

prove A

( 1) ^

prod primes p

!

B

1 _ B2

Proof per elimination-I
assume A
assume

:

prove B

B

2

< a

^

prove A

!

B

1 _ B2

Proof per elimination-II
assume A

1

Fig.

( 2 ):

prod primes p

assume

:

prove B

B

1

2

5. Proof per elimination
( 1 ) ^ produ

produ t primes p

( 2 ))

t primes p

and a new goal: prime(n). Sin e the goal is ontained in the hypotheses, we are
through. | Due to spa e restri tions, we omit a detailed analysis of the se ond ase.
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3.4 Proof plan re nement.
The step from proof plans to formal proofs is a simple problem. It involves no sear h
be ause to ea h large proof step, we an atta h its expansion into inferen e-level steps.
Take the proof method of Ntherian indu tion (Fig. 4). It is formally de ned as (3.1).

8n 2 N : [(8k 2 N : k < n ! P (k)) ! P (n)℄ ! 8n 2 N : P (n):
To prove a formula of the form 8n 2 N : P (n), we prove
8n 2 N : [(8k 2 N : k < n ! P (k)) ! P (n)℄

(3.1)
(3.2)

and apply Modus Ponens using (3.1) and (3.2). To prove (3.2), we an assume n
being an arbitrary number and assume 8k 2 N : k < n ! P (k). These steps are on
the inferen e level of a Gentzen-style al ulus [9℄.

4 RELATED AND FUTURE WORK
The automated veri ation of textbook proofs has long been ignored. The only itable
referen e is Simon's Phd thesis [22℄. However, Simon fails to seriously address both
linguisti and mathemati al issues. It remains un lear how Simon handles linguisti
phenomena { he does not propose an adequate theory for doing so. It remains also
un lear how Simon is able to obtain adequate dis ourse stru ture. We regard this as
an essential requirement for following the proof author's argumentation line and for
subsequent formalisation.
The inverse of our task, translating formal proofs into natural language proofs,
has rst been des ribed in [7℄. More re ent work is [12℄. Fa ing the problem that
proofs generated by onventional theorem provers are unstru tured, tediously long
and therefore unreadable, a readable, stru tured and short proof (omitting all the
low-level details) has to be generated. Finding appropriate abstra tions from lowlevel proofs is a hard problem.
Proof planning is an enabling te hnology for onstru ting and representing highlevel proofs [4℄. Proof plans allow us to apture informal mathemati al reasoning,
and enable us to ll in the details that mathemati ians nd trivial to write down.
Our task to me hani ally verify mathemati al dis ourse for es us to loser examine
existing mathemati al proofs and methods of proof. We share Wang's opinion that
\the existing body of mathemati s ontains a great wealth of material and onstitutes
the major sour e of our understanding of mathemati al reasoning. The reasonable
ourse would be to distill from this great reservoir whatever is me hanizable" [28℄.
This is a promising approa h to make proof ma hines more usable.
Our work also relates to extensions of DRT, in parti ular Asher's SDRT [2℄. SDRT
dis ourse update me hanism allows to e e tively interfa e semanti s with pragmati s.
The dis ourse update pro edure onsists of relating a senten e to its prior dis ourse
(not just adding it). To ompute su h rhetori al relations (e.g., ba kground, narration,
elaboration), Asher and Las arides make use of domain knowledge and their DICE
inferen e engine [15, 3℄.
Given the enormous omplexity of the entire problem, mu h implementation work
is to be done to omplete vip. However, our de nite lause grammar overs already
a onsiderable amount of mathemati al text on the senten e level. For this level,
DRT has been extended to a ount for four di erent kinds of dis ourse referents:
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onstants, free variables, quanti ed variables, and fun tional terms. A number of DRT
onstru tion rules have been implemented that apture typi al synta ti onstru tions
in informal mathemati al text.
For the dis ourse level, we extended dis ourse representation stru tures to proof
representation stru tures. A novel algorithm for dis ourse update has been developed.
Its ore is the proof planner whi h takes the intermediate semanti representations
returned by the parser module, and interprets them in the urrent proof ontext. In
the future, the dis ourse update algorithm has to be fully implemented and tested on a
substantial number of examples. We would also like to interfa e to the -Clam proof
planning system that we have already used to manually generate formal proofs from
informal proofs. This would give us a ess to a large number of already formalised
proof plans and -Clam's proof planning engine.
The view of proofs as highly stru tured dis ourse is ompelling. Linguisti ally,
we would like to study how our way of handling dis ourse stru ture ompares with
existing dis ourse models like [10℄. Another related line of resear h is to view the
problem of dis ourse understanding as a plan re ognition problem [17℄,[6℄, [21℄. The
proof planner we des ribed ertainly generates expe tations and tries to mat h them
later. But proof re ognition goes hand in hand with onstru tive planning. The
relation between proof onstru tion and plan re ognition has to be worked out in
greater detail.

5 CONCLUSION
We proposed an ar hite ture for the automati veri ation of informal proofs (mathemati ally); onstru ting the semanti s and pragmati s of informal mathemati al
dis ourse (linguisti ally). We argued that the re ognition of stru ture plays a de isive
role. It enables us to follow the argumentation line of the proof author, and to give us
a ess to a high-level strategi proof understanding. Linguisti ally, dis ourse stru ture allows us to properly handle linguisti phenomena. We argued that proof plans
not only provide for su h stru ture; they also generate expe tations about possible
proof ontinuations.
The design of vip extends and integrates state-of-the-art te hnologies from Natural
Language Pro essing (Dis ourse Representation Theory) and Automated Reasoning
(Proof Planning) in a novel and promising way, For representing mathemati al disourse, we introdu ed proof representation stru tures as the entral data stru ture.
PRSs are a onsiderable extension to dis ourse representation stru tures a ommodating our need for representing dis ourse stru ture, and handling substru tures and
mathemati al senten es as rst- lass itizen. For onstru ting PRSs, we proposed a
dis ourse update algorithm that is powered by pragmati s. A proof planner in orporates an underspe i ed semanti representation into the proof ontext by making use
of mathemati al and meta-mathemati al knowledge.
The automati he king of mathemati al textbook proofs is a hallenging appli ation s enario. For a long time, human intervention will be ne essary to dire t theorem
provers through the enormous sear h spa e of mathemati al tautologies. Being able
to pro ess textbook proofs allows us to lose the gap between the language and the
reasoning of mathemati ians, and the language and reasoning of proof systems. It
is appealing to think of a natural language intera tion between mathemati ian and
ma hine. It will enable us to build systems that really assist mathemati ians.
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